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August 23,2021
Dr. John M. Butler
NIST Fellow
Special Assistant to the Director for Forensic Science
Special Programs Office
National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive, Mail Stop 4701
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-4701
Dear Dr. Butler:
The Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM)
respectfully submits the following substantive comments on NISTIR 8351-DRAFT
entitled DNA Mixture Interpretation: A NIST Scientific Foundation Review.
Because the draft Report summarizes a number of SWGDAM Guidelines
documents in its Appendices, we offer the following background for our comments. As
you know, SWGDAM is a forensic DNA working group, established over 25 years ago,
to "serve as a forum to discuss, share and evaluate forensic biology methods, protocols,
training, and research to enhance forensic biology services ... " Congressional
recognition of SWGDAM's predecessor, TWGDAM, is contained in the Federal DNA
Identification Act with the provision establishing the TWGDAM Guidelines as national
standards for participation in this National Index until the new Federal DNA Advisory
Board recommended national quality assurance standards to the FBI Director for
adoption.' The Federal DNA Advisory Board was responsible for recommending
quality assurance standards, and revisions as necessary, to the Director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and when their statutory time period concluded, the
Board charged SWGDAM with this responsibility.

1 Enacted

in 1994, the Federal DNA Identification Act is the enabling legislation for the National DNA
Index System (NDIS); see 34 U.S.C.§ 12591 et seq. The provision relating to the use of the TWGDAM
standards in the interim before the Federal DNA Advisory Board recommends standards to the FBI
Director can be found at 34 U.S.C. § 1259 I(a)(4).
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SWGDAM is currently comprised of dedicated forensic scientists, from
international, federal, state and local forensic DNA laboratories as well as guests
representing academia and other Federal agencies. These forensic scientists serve as the
DNA technical leaders or Combined DNA Index System (COOlS) Administrators for
their laboratories and are able to offer the perspectives of practitioners in the areas of
STR, Y STR, mitochondrial DNA and next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies.
We are fortunate to also have invited guests attend each meeting to provide their
specific expertise in areas such as population genetics, Rapid DNA, probabilistic
genotyping, statistics, etc.
Laboratories performing forensic DNA analysis and participating in the FBI's
National DNA Index, unlike other forensic disciplines, are subject to Federal statutory
requirements relating to quality assurance and privacy. As early as 2006, accreditation
was required for forensic DNA laboratories contributing DNA records to the National
Index. In addition to generating these DNA records in accord with specific minimum
standards for a quality assurance program, these laboratories also abide by limited
disclosure and release rules for their DNA records. Federal law also requires that these
laboratories undergo an external audit every two years to document their compliance
with the minimum standards. In fact, the Quality Assurance Standards audit documents
contain a separate appendix - "Appendix E: Approved Validations" - to document the
evaluation and approval of developmental and internal validations during the audit. 2
Moreover, the U.S. Department of Justice' Office of the Inspector General conducts
audits of CODIS laboratories for compliance with the Federal DNA Act requirements as
well as NDIS Operational Procedures.3 In addition to this rigorous program of audits,
the FBI's CODIS Unit conducts assessments of the NDIS participating laboratories as
part of their administration of the National DNA Index System.
Several states also have an additional level of oversight provided by their State
forensic oversight boards that review, evaluate and approve new technologies or
methods prior to their use by forensic DNA laboratories, such as, the Connecticut DNA
Data Bank Oversight Panel, the District of Columbia's Scientific Advisory Board, the

See The FBI Quality Assurance Standards Audit/or DNA Databasing Laboratories, and The FBI
Quality Assurance Standards Audit/or Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories; available at
https://www.swgdam.orglpublications.
3 See Combined DNA Index System Audits, available at https://oig.justice.gov/reports/codis-ext.htm.
2
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Massachusetts Forensic Science Oversight Board, the New Mexico's DNA Oversight
Committee, the New York State Commission on Forensic Science and DNA
Subcommittee, the Texas Forensic Science Commission, and the Virginia Forensic
Science Board and Scientific Advisory Committee.4
Since the overwhelming majority of our membership and invited guests
represent NDIS participating laboratories, we wish to highlight the Federal and state
statutory requirements for the confidentiality and privacy of the DNA data, in addition
to those privacy protections afforded by the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act
of 2008, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, and
applicable State genetic privacy laws.5 The Federal DNA Identification Act provides
for limited access to and disclosure of the DNA samples and resulting DNA analyses
generally to criminal justice agencies for law enforcement identification purposes. The
Federal DNA Act responsibilities are further explained in the NDIS Operational
Procedures Manual which limits access for anonymized DNA data to criminal justice
agencies for a population statistics database, forensic identification, forensic research,
forensic protocol development or quality control purposes. The FBI Quality Assurance
Standards for DNA Databasing and Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories also
emphasize the confidentiality of the DNA data in Standard 11.
In add~ion to the limited access requirements of Federal law, states also
prescribe access to the DNA data in their State databases. The overwhelming majority
of State laws restrict access to the DNA data in these law enforcement databases to
criminal justice agencies for law enforcement identification purposes.6 These State

See National Conference of State Legislatures, Legislative Study and Oversight of Forensic Services;
available at https://www.ncsl.orglresearch/civil-and-criminal-justice/dna-database-search-bypolicy.aspx.)
5 See generally, Genetic Information Nondiscrimination
Act of2008, P.L. 110-233 (Section 206 of GINA
provides for the confidentiality of an employee's genetic information and specific limitations on
disclosure), available at https://www.eeoc.gov/statutes/genetic-information-nondiscrimination-act-2008;
and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, see P.L. 104-191 and the Final Omnibus
Rule at Fed. Register, Vol. 78, No. 17 (2013) (the HIPAA Privacy Rule includes safeguards to protect
personal health information); Smith, S., Nielson, P. S., Kennedy, B. (2011) Genetic Privacy Laws: 50
State Survey, Journal of Health & Life Sciences Law, Vol. 5, No.1. See also, States enacting protections
for genetic information in 2021, such as South Dakota S.B. 178, Utah S.B. 227 (Chapter 361), Florida
H.B. 833 (Chapter No. 2021-216).
6 See,for example, Ala. Code §36-18-27; Alaska Stat. §44.41.035(F); Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §13-610. J;
Ark. Code Ann. §§12-12-1112, 12-12-1114; Cal. Penal Code 299.5(A), (F); Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§164
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laws also penalize the unauthorized disclosure of DNA data as misdemeanor or felony
offenses. 7
SWGDAM has several general observations about the NISTIR 8351 :DRAFT:
(1) the lack of forensic science practitioner(s) expertise among the authors may have
hampered consideration of the existing regulatory and statutory framework within
which forensic DNA laboratories operate; (2) the introduction of a new requirement that
internal validation be 'publicly available' in order to be considered within the
foundational review appears to be based solely on the authors' belief, with no further
justification, especially when such a requirement is in conflict with Federal and State
privacy laws for DNA data; (3) its use of 'factor space' to suggest that existing internal
validations are inadequate and/or incomplete fails to acknowledge existing practices and
guidelines to ensure the limitations of these systems are tested; and (4) its failure to

11-102.4(S), 16-23-104; Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. §§54~102i(B), S4-102j; Fla. Stat. Ann §943.32S(l4);
Haw. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§844D-81, 82, 91; Id. Code §19-SS14; 730 Ill. Rev. Stat. Ch. S, Para. S-4-3(F);
Kan. Stat. Ann. §21-2SII(h)(2); La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§IS:612, IS-616; Me. Rev. Stat. Ann: tit. 25 §IS77;
Md. Code Ann., Pub. Safety §§2-S02(C)(4), 2-508; Mass. Ann. Laws Ch. 22E §§9, 10; Mich. Compo
Laws Ann. §28. 176(2); Minn. Stat. §299c.155(3); Mo. Rev. Stat. §6S0.0S5 (7); N.J. Rev. Stat. §§S3:120.24,53: 1-20.27; N.M. Stat. Ann. §29-16-8(A), (B); N.Y. Executive Law §99Sc(6); N.C. Gen. Stat.
§§ 15a-266.8, 15a-266.12; N. D. Cent. Code §§31-13-06; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 109.573(b)(2), (E);
Okla. Stat. Tit. 74, § 150.27a (D); R.1. Gen. Laws §§ 12-1.5-11, 12-1.S-16; S. C. Code Ann. §23-3-6S0(A);
S. D. Codified Laws §§23-Sa-22, 23-Sa-23, 23-5a-2S; Tenn. Code Ann. §38-6-113(d); Tex. Gov't Code
Ann. §§41 1.147 (C), 411.153(A); Utah Code Ann. §53-10-406(3)(A); Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit. 20, §§1937,
1938, 1941; Va. Code Ann. §§ 19.2-310.4, 19.2-310.5; Wis. Stat. § 165.77. States that may have more
expansive access provisions, as a condition for participation in NDIS, agree to comply with the limited
access and disclosure provisions of the Federal DNA Identification Act. See NDIS Operational
Procedures Manual, Section 3.2, Version 10 (2021); available at https:llwww.fbLgov/file-repository/ndisoperational-procedures-manual.pdf/view.
7 See, for example, Ala. Code §36-18-28; Alaska Stat. § II.S6.762; Ark. Code Ann. § 12-12-ll1S;
Cal.
Penal Code 299.S; Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. §24-72-309; Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. §S4-102k; Del. Code Ann.
Tit. 29 §4713(1); Ga. Code Ann.§3S-3-164; Haw. Rev. Stat. Ann. §844D-113; Id. Code §19-SS14; 730 III.
Rev. Stat. Ch. 5, Para. 5-4-3(f-5); Ind. Code Ann. § 10-13-6-22; Iowa Code §81.6; Kan. Stat. Ann. §212S11(n, 0); La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§IS:617-618; Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 25 §IS78; Md. Code Ann., Pub.
Safety §2-512; Mass. Ann. Laws Ch. 22E §§12, 13; Mo. Rev. Stat. §6S0.0S5(S); Neb. Rev. Stat. §294110; N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §6S1-C:4; N.J. Rev. Stat. §S3:1-20.26; N.M. Stat. Ann. §29-16-12; N.Y.
Executive Law §995-f; N.C. Gen. Stat. § 15a-266.11; N. D. Cent. Code §31-13-09; Ohio Rev. Code Ann.
§§ 109.99, I09.S73(G); Okla. Stat. Tit. 74, § ISO.27a (D); 44 Pa. Cons. Stat. §2332; R. 1. Gen. Laws § 12I.S-IS; S. C. Code Ann. §23-3-6S0; S. D. Codified Laws §23-Sa-26; Tex. Gov't Code Ann. §411.1S3; Vt.
Stat. Ann. Tit. 20, §1941; Va. Code Ann. §19.2-310.6; W. Va. Code §IS-2B-12; Wis. Stat. Ann.
§ 165.77(5); and Wyo. Stat. §7-19-404.
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pursue constructive alternatives to facilitate a comprehensive scientific foundation
review or to now consider additional available data to provide meaningful thresholds
and guidance to the forensic DNA community in establishing the reliability of
probabilistic genotyping systems.
SWGDAM collected comments from its members and invited guests (see
attached SWGDAM Comments) to forward to NIST for consideration. There are
several points within the Table that we wish to highlight for your review relating to the
benefits of including forensic science practitioners on the authorship panel; the arbitrary
decision to only review publicly available data; the introduction of a new proposition
that each factor/nuance must be evaluated by laboratories in their internal validation of
probabilistic genotyping systems in order to adequately understand its limitations; and
the impact of failing to establish clear criteria/thresholds for reliability and the
foundational review.
Forensic science practitioner input/involvement throughout the process
It appears that the regulatory environment under which forensic DNA
laboratories operate was not fully considered and may have been misconstrued as
lacking in transparency and/or accountability, when, in fact, internal validations
conducted by such laboratories are subject to review during audits and assessments as
well as throughout the criminal justice process. This apparent oversight is just one
justification for having experienced practitioners of the relevant forensic discipline on
the authorship team.
We appreciate the need for objectivity but suggest that the failure to include
representatives of the discipline being evaluated does a disservice to the credibility and
validity of the report findings as the critical practitioner perspective is not present.
While the draft report acknowledges a DNA Mixture Resource Group that included
forensic science practitioners, it notes that their involvement was limited to the early
stages of the report and none of those individuals are listed as report authors.
Significantly, the expertise and training of the forensic science practitioners would have
provided invaluable insight on the issues of making internal validation data public as
well as the practicalities of assessing factor space and including validation performance
results in case files and reports. As described in the attached comments, a major
strength of the NIST sponsored Organization of Scientific Area Committees is that it
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has embedded stakeholders who are active in the writing of standards and who have a
vote on the outcome/final products; such was not the case with this draft report.
Requirement for validation data to be 'publicly available'
The draft NISTIR 8351 emphasizes what is referred to as a lack of demonstrated
reliability and deemphasizes (a) the challenges and inability to publish internal
validation data; (b) the existence of significant internal validation data performed by
forensic DNA laboratories; and (c) the independent and external audit system required
for all NDIS participating laboratories as well as other audits, such as ISO/ANAB. The
authors made no meaningful attempt to request data directly from these laboratories, a
point not addressed in the draft report, using only web searches to determine what may
have been 'publicly available.' We suggest that a review of materials available via a
basic internet search are neither indicative of the scope nor the reliability of the
community's work, especially when there is no stated requirement to publish internal
validations. In fact, publication has been discouraged by scientific journals because
such material is genera:lly not considered novel. Dr. Michael Peat (editor of the AAFS
Journal of Forensic Science) confirmed this at Meeting #12 (January 9, 2010) of the
National Commission on Forensic Science. A laboratory, even if granted permission to
use time and personnel resources towards publication efforts instead of more
casework/public safety-focused endeavors, would likely have to publish in a "pay to
publish" journal (such as Forensic Science International: Reports). However, it is not
clear whether the authors would consider this sufficient, nor does this seem like a
reasonable resource expenditure for most public crime laboratories.
The authors may wish to consider an approach to establishing foundational
validity that is more practical than the mass publication of internal validation studies in
peer reviewed journals while concurrently making all the underlying data publicly
available. The authors should also clearly acknowledge the privacy and legal issues that
surround public access to a laboratory's validation data, to avoid the perception that
forensic DNA laboratories are simply being obstructionist rather than complying with
Federal and State statutory requirements and obligations to safeguard the confidentiality
of this DNA data.
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Limiting the foundational review to only 'publicly available' data is an
excessively restrictive measure and there is no statutory or scientific requirement for
such a limitation, other than the author's belief.8 The authors should be open to
including a review of available validation summaries as a means to establish validity.
To require a review of the data itself rather than a review of summarized results that
already exist in both peer-reviewed publications and laboratories' validation summaries
is contrary to established practice for assessing validity in other branches of science.
And, as previously explained, NDIS participating laboratories are required by the
Federal DNA Act to maintain the privacy of forensic samples. Donors of study samples
also have an expectation of genetic privacy9, so the "requirement" by the authors that
genetic data be made 'publicly available' in order for an assessment of reliability to be
performed contravenes statutory and regulatory requirements under which NDIS
participating laboratories operate.
In addition to the mechanisms previously described for the review of the internal
validation data (such as audits and assessments), there are also well-established avenues
for the disclosure of this information, such as discovery and pre-trial hearings in
criminal cases; processes within the criminal justice system designed to protect
defendants' rights and also safeguard the privacy of the DNA data.
'Factor space'
The draft report introduces the term "factor space" into the evaluation of
foundational validity of DNA mixture measurements and interpretation. As applied in
the draft, "factor space" is meant to "describe the factors that influence complexity,
measurement, and interpretation reliability - these factors include the number of
contributors, the degree of allele sharing, the ratios of mixture components, and the
amount and quality of the DNA tested." Despite the new terminology, this is not a new
Beginning at line 2402, the draft report states, "We recognize that there are information and data
collected in forensic laboratories that may not yet be publicly available or published. However, we
believe for information to be considered foundational, it needs to be reasonably accessible to anyone who
wishes to review it."
9 Federal and State laws also protect individual's privacy rights to their genetic information, see for
example, the Genetic lnformation Nondiscrimination Act of2008, P.L. 110-233, available at
https:llwww.eeoc.gov/statutes/genetic-information-nondiscrirnination-act-2008.
See also, Congressional
Research Services (2008) Genetic Information: Legal Issues Relating to Discrimination and Privacy,
(State Statutes); available at
https:llwww.everycrsreport.com/files/20080428
RL30006 d82c 17a8245827846e913181 fa76b504bd9ba
61d.pdf.
8
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.concept for the forensic DNA community. The FBI Quality Assurance Standards for
Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories (QAS) Standard 8.3.2.1 specifically requires
laboratories to include samples with a range of the number of contributors, template
amounts, and mixture ratios expected to be interpreted in casework. This benchmark
has been included in the QAS dating back to at least 2011. In addition, SWGDAM and
OSAC included this concept in their documents for validation of probabilistic
genotyping systems I 0 and mixture interpretation validation. II
With regard to factor space, you have acknowledged in your Profiles in DNA
article from September 200612, a common misconception (urban legend #1) is that
hundreds or thousands of samples are required to fully validate an instrument or
method. Given the wide range of mixture ratios and template amounts evaluated in the
assessments of published and internal validation data, there seems to be ample
information from which the authors could have made a determination regarding
foundational validity without seeming to require an exhaustive amount of data. For
example, in the publication Internal validation ofSTRmix™-A
multi laboratory
response to peAST,13 the data from thirty-one laboratories was compiled that contained
over 1,500 three person mixtures that represented over 200 unique combinations and
over 1,100 four person mixtures that represented over 100 unique combinations were
evaluated. In each set of data, a portion of the mixture contained minor contributors of
less than 1%.
Reliability
It is difficult to summarize the comments received on the draft report's treatment
of the issue of reliability. There is considerable discussion of this issue but, in the end,
our members were generally disappointed that there was no definitive guidance for the
10 SWGDAM Guidelines for the Validation of Probabilistic
Genotyping Systems available at
https:llwww.swgdarn.orglpublications,
and ANSI/ASB Standard 018, Standardfor Validation of
Probabilistic Genotyping Systems (2020); available at http://www.asbstandardsboard.orglwpcontentluploads/2020/07/018
Std e l.pdf.
11ANSlIASB Standard 020, Standardfor Validation Studies of DNA Mixtures, and Development and
Verification of a Laboratory's Mixture Intelpretation Protocol (2018); available at
https:llasb.aafs.orglwp-contentluploads/2018/09/020
Std e l.pdf.
12 Butler, 1. (2006) Debunking Some Urban Legends Surrounding
Validation Within the Forensic DNA
Community, Profiles in DNA; available at
https:llprojects.nfstc.orglworkshops/resources/literature/debunking%20validation%20butler.pdf.
13 Bright, J. et al. (2018) Internal validation ofSTRmix™
- A multi laboratory response to PCAST, For.
Sci. Int. Genet. 34:11-24.
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forensic DNA community. Because this is a foundational review, there was an
expectation that NIST would have suggested some minimum criteria or threshold for
reliability or alternatively, the degree of variation that would be considered acceptable.
The treatment of reliability appeared to some, rather circular, as reliability could not be
established because of a lack of data which was a direct result of the decision by the
authors to only review 'publicly available' data; a decision for which they attribute to
their "belief' that such data should be 'publicly available' although internal validation
data is not legally or otherwise required to be published or publicly accessible.
Additionally, some members/invited guests were concerned about the inclusion of
comments that appear to suggest that forensic DNA laboratories are not being
transparent in their operations because of the failure to make their internal validation
data 'publicly available'. Such an inference is both inappropriate and misleading and
could have unintended and undesirable consequences for laboratories that are simply
acting in accord with Federal and State legal requirements.
The draft report does not provide clarification on the issue of reliability for the
DNA community and appears to have missed an opportunity to do so and provide
guidance on gaps or other legitimate areas that would benefit from a review of all
available internal validation data.
Conclusion
SWGDAM offers the following general suggestions for the draft report: (1)
include the appropriate forensic science practitioners among the author team when
performing a foundational study of forensic science disciplines; (2) define the threshold
for establishing reliability prior to beginning such a review; (3) perform such a review
with all available information and without arbitrarily limiting the information to that
which is 'publicly available'; and (4) limit the report to only that information relevant to
the foundational review. Specifically, Chapters 5 and 6 of the draft report contain
interesting comments, observations and recommendations but may be more appropriate
as a separate publication for forensic science practitioners as they are not directly
relevant to the foundational review, nor mixture interpretation generally.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on NISTIR 8351-DRAFT entitled
DNA Mixture Interpretation:

A NIST Scientific
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Attachment: SWGDAM Comments (August 2021)
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DNA Mixture Interpretation:

A Scientific Foundation

Review

https:llwww.nist.gov/dna-mixture-interpretation-nist-scientific-foundation-review
SWGDAM Comments (August 2021)

Line
#
General

General

General

Comment

Suggestions

NIST should have included
practical experience in authorship:
None of the authors have any
experience working cases in an
accredited crime laboratory.
Authors with this critical
experience should have been
included. Having these
individuals at your disposal for
participation, however, not
include them in your drafts for the
last 2 years is not an appropriate
use of stakeholder input.
Example: OSAC on Forensic
Science (NlST) has embedded
stakeholders who are active in the
writing of standards and have a
vote on the outcome. Those with
accredited forensic experience did
not in the authorship of this
document.

Include those with practical accredited forensic laboratory DNA mixture
interpretation experience as authors of the report.

NIST should not restrict data to
that publicly available:
Determining that data had to be
publicly available or it cannot be
used is not an appropriate
decision for establishing validity.
NIST should visit labs to review
data on site: No data was
reviewed on site.

NIST should expand its definition of data that is considered to establish
foundational validity. Included in that definition should be data held
internally in forensic DNA crime laboratories that is available for on site
review.

General

NTST should expand
include auditors: No
auditors who review
validation data were

input to
DNA lab
internal
interviewed.

General

NIST should expand review of
documentation: No lab audit
documents were reviewed nor
taken into consideration. Better
disclaimer statements to prevent

NIST should personally visit accredited forensic DNA laboratories and
consider firsthand observation of data as a valid means to assess
foundational validity.
NlST should include opinions from DNA auditors who have reviewed
validation data.

NIST should include improved disclaimer statements to include concise
language to the fact that NIST is not saying DNA mixture interpretation is
not valid.

General

Overall

Overall

misuse or misunderstanding
(deliberate or otherwise) of the
report: The lack of drawing a
conclusion will lead some within
an adversarial system to
determine that complex DNA
interpretation is not supported, or
labs are not doing a thorough job
in validations, or labs have
something to hide. NlST's
description regarding what they
are not saying and how their
report should not be used should
be better spelled out.
A review of published literature is
not indicative of the reliability of
work, when there is no stated
requirement to publish intemal
validations, and in fact
publication was discouraged. An
example is the journal of the
AAFS (editor Michael Peat) sent
a letter telling scientists that
intemal validations would no
longer be published
(approximately 2005).
There is minimal
acknowledgement of QAS,
SWGDAM, and OSAC validation
requirements and guidelines.
While these documents don't tell
how to do an experiment, as the
local scientists should design
experiments to be relevant to their
sample types, etc., they do
provide common framework that
is readily apparent to stakeholders
and auditors.
This document seems to
emphasize what's referred to as a
lack of reliability and
deemphasize 1. The challenges
and inability to publish validation
data, 2. The existence of reams of
data within forensic laboratories,
3. The independent and external
audit system to which all CODISassociated crime labs are held, as
well as other audits, such as

NIST should acknowledge that using only published data is an excessively
restrictive measure to require for data and open its interpretation
considerations to include forensic laboratories unpublished data.

These should be more readily acknowledged throughout (e.g., in Table 4.9).

The authors should include these overlooked and/or minimized but rather
quite important and impacting points.

ISOIANAB.

2

126-128

609-611

610,1028

722-724

Also noteworthy is the fact that
the role of the criminalist is
largely to perform casework and
testify when needed. It is not
often (with some exceptions) to
vet, procure, validate, and publish
on new technology, despite the
efforts of many to nevertheless
squeeze these additional tasks in.
It would appear based on the
summary from NIST that "there is
not enough publicly available data
to enable an external and
independent assessment of the
degree of reliability of DNA
mixture interpretation practices,
including its use of probabilistic
genotyping software (PGS)
systems." However, this
statement in my view doesn't
fully answer the original question
- Did NlST find or not find that
"established scientific laws and
principles exist to support the
methods" practitioners are
currently using for DNA mixture
interpretation? I understand there
were gaps found from this study
in terms of gathering sufficient
empirical data from laboratories
in applying these methods, but is
NIST also asserting with this
report that the scientific laws and
principles also do not exist?
This document doesn't clearly
address this point. Rather it is
vague and over-shadowed by
Takeaway 4.4.
Draft report indicates that the
review does not concentrate on
interpretation of single source or
two person mixtures involving
significant quantities of DNA. In
order for the readers ofthe report
to determine exactly what the
scope of this document is, please
define what are considered
"significant quantities of DNA".
The authors state, ''Note that our
original goal in this review was

I would argue that there is indeed general consensus in the scientific forensic
community that underlying scientific principles do exist and are reliable to
use in DNA mixture interpretation, and that PGS systems using a likelihood
ratio construct that apply these same principles also exist and are available
for laboratories to utilize. In fact, these same principles and their application
in PGS systems are well characterized in the peer-reviewed scientific
literature and also described/referenced at length in this report (chapters 2
and 5). Although it is certainly important to note that improvements are
needed particularly in the area of making laboratory internal validation of
these methods more publicly available for independent review, this does not
negate the fact that the methods do exist and contain the underlying scientific
principles to interpret DNA data. I would also argue that empirical data also
exists but is not necessarily publicly available. Just because NIST could not
evaluate this data does not mean that this data does not exist or does not
demonstrate "reliability" as defined in this report. NIST could not know that
since they did not have the empirical data to evaluate in the first place. My
suggestion here would be to address this part of the question in its summary
to emphasize this distinction for full context so it is not misinterpreted by the
rest of the forensic community.

This needs to be flushed out.

Define "significant quantities of DNA"

3

external and independent
assessment of reliability based on
publicly available data that met
our selection criteria."
Each forensic lab is required by
the DNA JD Act to maintain the
privacy of forensic samples, and
donors of study samples also have
an expectation of genetic privacy,
so the "requirement" by the
authors that genetic data be made
publicly available for external
review in order for an assessment
of reliability to even be performed
is not feasible. Moreover,
requiring that a lab's PG data be
made publicly available for
external review ensures that the
authors' definition of reliability
will not be achieved.

724; 3204;
3250;605611; 754755;3255

Publication in peer-reviewed
journals has been the hallmark of
an independent assessment of the
validity and soundness of basic
scientific research and method
development. Moreover, the
PCAST report called for peerreviewed publication of the
"foundational validity" of forensic
methods and suggested "that
NIST explore with one or more
leading scientific journals the
possibility of creating a process
for rigorous review and online
publication of important studies of
foundational validity in forensic
science." This document would
benefit from expanding the
"assessment of reliability" to
include the publication of internal
val idations, developmental
validations, and inter-laboratory
studies.
... that met our selection criteria
What are these criteria? They are
never stated. Instead, it is later
said (3204) that there were no
criteria. PCAST apparently had
criteria but the authors are unclear

I

\

Clarify what the intention was. It is confusing (and circular) to say the
criteria were changing and that there were no criteria for reliability. Were the
authors attempting to establish national thresholds and criteria for universal
application? Are the authors challenging the conclusions of PCAST?
Confusing.

4

741-746

741-746

748-755

754-755

771-773

as to what that was. Nevertheless,
the authors claimed to be in
agreement with PCAST (605611). What about 3PMs,
designated reliable by PCAST
(3255)? Are these authors in
agreement with PCAST on 3PMs?
I agree with this recommendation,
but the report falls short with how
laboratories and where to publish
its validation data and in what
format? Keep in mind making
this data public comes with
certain privacy concerns,
informed consent, or even lRB
considerations with the actual
genetic profiles that were
collected/generated in-house.
How do we ensure the reviewers
or "users" have the expertise for a
rigorous scientific review of each
laboratory's PGS validation
studies in order to establish an
acceptable level of reliability?
What are the requirements to be
considered an expert user to
conduct these reviews?
The critique of the published
studies so far in this report is that
they "lack sufficient detail", but
this report falls short in
recommending what would be
"sufficient". What specific
criteria is NIST looking for?
Until it knows what the
requirements are, how can a
laboratory or its stakeholders ever
feel confident that it has met "an
acceptable level of reliability"?
Statement that no threshold or
criteria established to detennine
an acceptable level of reliability

Include validation performance
results in case files and reports

I would suggest that a more practical approach would be for laboratories to
participate in an inter-laboratory survey using a universal data set (perhaps
generated at NIST) seems much more reasonable and these results could be
published without the privacy concerns related to the data. It would also
serve to evaluate a laboratory's application of its PGS method and associated
interpretation guidelines that could then be compared against other
laboratories or even other PGS systems.

I believe this knowledge and expertise is equally important for the "users" to
possess as well as the "providers" who publish this data. This should be
included in this takeaway.

The relevant scientific forensic community needs to further research this
topic and develop standard criteria based on peer reviewed consensus (e.g.,
OSAC) for laboratories to reference. This should be included in this key
takeaway.

Guidance documents on internal validations do provide information on how
to assess for reliability and then each laboratory performs testing and
develops an appropriate SOP based on the reliability shown within their lab.
Remove no threshold and say established within the laboratory's internal
validation studies.
This is unnecessary, and the reason validation is done and then even
summarized so that it can be reviewed to include the data when an
appropriate party is authorized to come onsite for viewing which is done
when requested. The information is available to review and just putting
summaries in case files would not truly answer the reliability question as it's
being tied to the actual data and not just the results.

5

769-773

It is unclear in this key takeaway
and throughout the report what
role if any laboratory accrediting
bodies have as it relates to
reviewing validation studies as
part of an external assessment?
Was this intentional?
Memorialization of laboratory
internal validations through
external assessments has always
been the means for laboratories to
demonstrate compliance using
internationally recognized and
accepted accreditation standards
and requirements but also to
receive the much needed
independent review with data that
is not published.

Is it possible for NIST to provide specialized training to external auditors or
even give the accrediting bodies the "reliability" metrics needed so that they
in turn could adequately provide the "independent review" of this data
through the standardized process that is already in place with laboratory
accreditation?
The elements of this validation review process.could be
standardized for all labs using the reliability criteria and thresholds discussed
in this document. Even though this review would not necessarily be made
public initially, any gaps or deficiencies could be made public to the court as
part of the routine discovery process where its reliability would matter most
in a forensic context. Additionally, NIST could monitor any trends with
these accreditation reviews to determine what gaps or improvements would
be needed. This would serve as a more reasonable solution in my view in
the short term. My suggestion here would be to at least mention the role of
accreditation and external assessments which are well-positioned for this
task so long as the auditors have the subject matter expertise to rigorously
conduct these independent validation reviews.

849-852

Individual laboratories would
need to know how the sensitivity
of methods ...
This type of information is mainly
disseminated through the
literature but may also be
presented at conferences and
shared through communication
exchanges between colleagues.
Practitioners can use that
information to draw comparisons
and expectations.
Using likelihood ratio as a
standalone number without
context can be misleading

It's difficult to detennine if the authors feel this is unavailable or they are
just reiterating the existing availability. Clarify.

870-871

1146-1147

1164-1166
and 11721173

1346-1347

Indicates that 'most laboratories
do not publish data from their
validation studies.' However, it
does not mention that laboratories
would find it difficult to publish
their internal validation studies
due to the fact that they are not
novel work.
NONE of the members of the
review team have ANY hands on
DNA mixture interpretation
experience in an accredited
Forensic DNA laboratory
"DNA information can assist both
law enforcement (investigative)

LR is a statistic used like random match and CPI so why would LR now be
viewed so differently? Stats have been utilized in reports for over 25 years
and explained in court and to our customers. Standard guidance language
for LRs has been provided so I don't see the need for this takeaway.
Acknowledge that laboratories may find it challenging to publish internal
validation studies due to the fact that they are not novel work, and may not
be accepted for publication into peer-reviewed journals as is covered later
within Chapter 3.

The review team is missing a key perspective in which to review the issues
and that is from a currently qualified DNA examiner with experience in
mixture interpretation

Add defense/exculpatory items and mass disaster identifications to this
statement about usefulness of DNA information.
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1756

2123

2123-2124
(KT 2.6)

2352

2402-2405

and prosecutorial (evaluative)
aspects of the crim inal justice
system." Does not mention that
DNA irifonnation can also assist
defense or provide exculpatory
information for an accused
person, and be useful in the
course of mass disaster
identifications.
DNA analysis is not based on
"belief' but on analysis and
evaluation
Empirical data to assess fitness of
purpose of analyst's LRs
The authors state, "Likelihood
ratios are not measurements.
There is no single, correct
likelihood ratio (LR). Different
individuals and/or PGS systems
often assign different LR values
when presented with the same
evidence because they base their
judgment on different kits,
protocols, models, assumptions,
or computational algorithms.
Empirical data for assessing the
fitness for purpose of an analyst's
LR are therefore warranted."

"These propositions HI and H2
are required to be mutually
exclusive and exhaustive." I don't
believe that there are any
requirements for a single HI and.
H2 to be completely exhaustive.
There may be multiple HI or H2
propositions that could explain the
evidence, resulting in multiple
LRs to be run, and none may be
completely exhaustive of all
potential propositions
Similar to 1146-1147, there is no
mention that laboratories may
have difficulty publishing internal
validation data at this point in the
document. In addition, there is no
mention that NIST did not attempt

When a DNA analyst evaluates a mixture and determines that a major
component. ..
This is foundationally set with validation and SOPs within a lab and then
applied to information specific to each case. It is exists so warranted makes
it sound as if it does not.
The implication is that since different LRs may be obtained from the same
evidence, that the LR is not reliable since there is not one "correct" value.
Peak heights are measurements. If the same sample is injected multiple times
within the same lab, or in different labs, the peak height will not be the same.
This is because of a variety of factors that impact peak height, however it
doesn't make the peak height unreliable. Similarly, LRs determined from the
same evidence will also differ within the same lab, or in different labs, due to
a variety of factors (assumptions, kits, models, etc ... ) and this also doesn't
automatically make the LR value unreliable.
While there is certainly a need for additional inter-laboratory studies beyond
the "multi-lab response to PCAST", this document would benefit from the
acknowledgement of peer-reviewed publications of validation data that
demonstrate how the LR is dependent on a laboratory's
procedures/assumptions and how these studies demonstrated the reliability of
an LR value.
Remove the phrasing 'and exhaustive.'

Remove these lines as the sentiment is already mentioned in other areas of
the document.
Mention in the previous paragraph 2399-2400 that NIST made no effort to
solicit labs for data.
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2486-2488

2487-2488

2490;
Table 3.2

2707-2710

2848

2901-2903

to request data from laboratories,
and that they only used web
searches to deem what may have
been 'available'.
Authors are acknowledging that
additional internal vaiidation data
likely exists, but they chose to
conduct the scientific foundation
review using only publicly
available information.
Should mention here that NIST
did not make an attempt to solicit
or evaluate laboratory data.
DC Dept of Forensic Sciences
STRmix v2.3 validation is
incorrectly stated as being ABI
3500. Samples were processed on
the 3130xl. See page 1 of
STRmix v2.3 Parameters report.
"In recent years, DNA analysts
have increasingly relied on one of
several available PGS systems to
assign a numerical value to their
mixture result based on a pair of
propositions selected by the
analyst."
Should mention here similar to
2770-2772 that the assessment
using PGS is used in conjunction
with the analyst's interpretation
and training and experience.
"factor space" and "factor space
coverage" - these tenns have
never been used in discussing
validation studies, why are they
being introduced in a review
publication .
.. .an eight-person mixture
involving only 10 pg total
template DNA, then DNA
analysts might refrain from
interpreting such a sample
because it has not been covered in
any of their validation
experiments
This is an extreme, far-fetched
example well beyond where
forensic laboratories would test
reliability.

Choosing to not even try to obtain the data to look at (during the public
webinar, it was asked how many of the authors of the 60 prob gen
publications were contacted to see if the data was available to review, and
Dr. Butler replied none of them had been contacted). This is an irresponsible
approach to conducting a scientific foundation review and is doing a disservice to forensic science.
This scientific foundation review is limited to publicly available information,
and no effort was made by NIST to request the underlying data from any
laboratories. '
Identifiler Plus, ABI 3130xl

Indicate that PGS is used in conjunction with the analyst's interpretation and
training as part of the laboratory's protocols.

Change to something more realistic, like 5PM with 100pg.

8

2922

Degree of reliability is assessed
through empirical data

2956

Proficiency tests really don't ask
how reliable or trustworthy a
method is, except perhaps on a
very basic level. Reliability is
addressed in internal validation,
before proficiency tests on a given
method are initiated. Proficiency
tests are meant to address analyst
competency. When an analyst has
an issue with a proficiency test,
that is addressed directly with the
analyst. It's possible that there
could be an improvement to a
written procedure to address the
root cause of the issue. However,
it's generally unlikely that such a
situation is due to an unreliable
method. This soUrce of data seems
minimally helpful to examine
foundational reliability of a
technology.
Why did the reviewers limit their
analysis to publicly available
data? It would be very rare for
laboratories to make their data
publiclv available This is indeed the case but seems
to be underemphasized
throughout the document and is at
the heart of the issue here - the
review was NOT conducted blc
the committee did not have
internal validation data from
forensic laboratories.
"a great deal more infonnation is
now available" implies that this

2968

2983-2986

3021-3022

The data is made available by laboratories as requested through appropriate
channels. If the entire foundation study was going to summed up by saying
we just don't know the reliability of mixture interpretation due to the lack of
publicly available data, then when did this become the way to measure and
assess? NIST provided trainings on validations for years and never did I
hear the major takeaway be that the data must be made publicly available to
truly assess reliability. This seems so disingenuous to state when going into
the foundational review, the writers knew the current state of validations and
how they were handled as they conducted many workshops on the very topic
over the years. So, make it available publicly and then who is reviewing it?
What knowledge base does that individual/group contain to comment in a
useful manner on reliability? It's important for individuals to be educated on
the entire process and not just mark points of a plot for each mixture to cover
space.
The authors should instead seek data that challenges the systems, e.g.,
internal validation data from forensic laboratories.

Re-do chapter four after looking at data now available. How can it be
considered a review if sufficient data was not looked at.

Work with forensic laboratories to collect data to perform the review.

Remove sentence

9

3069;
Table 4.5

3069;
Table 4.5

3069

information was not available at
the time of PCAST and that the 8
articles cited in PCAST were the
only ones; however, 18 of the
articles in table 4.3 were
published prior to PCAST
DC Dept of Forensic Sciences
STRmix v2.3 validation is
incorrectly stated as being ABI
3500. Samples were processed on
the 3130xl. See page 1 of
STRmix v2.3 Parameters report.
Table 4.5 incorrectly states that
mixture ratios were not explicitly
stated in the summary document
for the STRmix v2.3 validation.
See page 9 of the STRmix v2.3
Validation summary where it
states that a summary of the
profiles analyzed for the
sensitivity and specificity plots
are in Appendix 3. Appendix 3
starts on page 38 of same
document.
Table incorrectly states that total
DNA quantity, and mixture ratios
were not explicitly stated in the
summary document for the DC
Dept of Forensic Sciences
STRmix v2.4 validation. See
page 7 of the STRmix v2.4
Validation summary which states
that a summary of the profiles
analyzed for the sensitivity and
specificity plots are in Appendix
3. Appendix 3 starts on page 37
of same document.

Reference Table 4.5 (Line 3069)
Factor space coverage of
information in internal validation
studies listed in Table 3.2.
•
The Michigan State
Police has effectively covered
much of the "factor space"
recommended by this report, but
not all of that work was publicly
available. The report should be
corrected to reflect the actual

Identifiler Plus, ABI 3130xl

For sensitivity and specificity studies, i.e., Section D studies:
17 single source, various DNA quantities (quantities listed in Table 4.5 are
additional single source samples from Section A and Section B studies)
2 person mixture ratios: correctly listed in Table 4.5
3 person mixture ratios: 5:2.5:1,20:1:1,3:1:1,20:10:1,3:1.5:1,10:1:1,
10:5:1,5:1:1
4 person mixture ratios: 5:5:1:1, 10:5:2:1,2:2:2:1,10:1:1:1,5:5:5:1,1:1:1:1,
10:5:5:2,5:2:2:1,10:10:1:1,5:2:1:1,2:1:1:1,
10:5:5:5,3:1:1:1,10:10:10:1,
2:2:1:1,5:1:1:1,3:2:1:1,3:2:2:1,

For sensitivity and specificity studies, i.e., Section D studies:
2 person mixtures: DNA quantities 300 and 600pg
2 person mixture ratios: 1:I, 1:2, 1:3, 1:5, 1:7, 1:10, 1:15, 1:20, 1:25
3 person mixtures: DNA quantities 200, 500, 900 pg
3 person mixture ratios: 3:1:1,20:10:1,3:2:1,10:5:1,5:1:1,10:2:1
4 person mixtures: DNA quantities 100, 200, 400, 600, 700, 800, 900,
1000pg
4 person mixture ratios: 2:2:2: 1,20:5:2: I, 5: 1:1:1, 5:2: 1:1, 5:5:5: 1,4:3:2: 1,
3:3:2:1,10:5:3:1,2:2:1:1,20:10:1:1,3:1:1:1,7:1:1:1
5 person mixtures: DNA quantities 300, 600, 1000pg
5 person mixture ratios: 10:5:2:1:1,5:4:3:2:1,10:10:10:10:1,10:10:5:1:1,
5:5:5:2:2,20:1:1:1:1,2:2:2:1:1,3:1:1:1:1,5:1:1:1:1
Coverage of Factor Space from Validation: STRmix™ and PowerPlex®
Fusion
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factor space covered. The profiles
outlined here are all lab-created
samples- these charts do not
contain the additional testing
conducted on adjudicated
samples.
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Coverage of Factor Space from Validation: Use ofSTRmix™
Profile Interpretation of Challenging Samples

Software for
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~

Range

"Samples
31
(Degraded)

2

2.50:250

1:1

400:100

4:1

-l55:4S

10:1

167:167:167

1:1:1

357:7 :71

5:1:1

385:96:19

20:5:1

454:23:23

20:1:1

385:96:19

20:5:1

454:23:23

20:1:1

167:167:167

1:1:1

333:83:83

4:1:1

4
lBi ogical Relatives)

313:156:31

10:5:1

2
(Low-le\'eI, Heterozygosity)

370:93:1.9:19

20:5:1:1

434:22:22:22

20:1:1:1

370:93:19:19

20:5:1:1

434:22:22:22

20:1:1:1

4
!Biolo.gical Relati\'es)
4
!Biological Relatives)

2
(low-level,

Heterozygosity)

2
(low-level. Heterozv!ositvl
3
(Profile Rarity)
3
(Profile Rarity)
4
IBiological Relatives)
4
(Biological Relatives)

2
(low..fevel. Heterozvl!ositvl
3
(Profile Rarity)
3
(Profile Raritvl

3074

Not enough publicly available
data ...

3074 and
3425

-

Consider that within the
factor space, which is very large,
there is a continuum of data from
the more reliable to the less
reliable.
Despite this size and
complexity, there are components
of the factor space that are
reliable, even within many very
complex mixtures. Within a
complex mixture, components of
that mixture can be reliable, while
other components are not.

Mixture Ratio Range

N/A

6
(Degraded)

4

(I)£)
500

4
IBioloe:ical Relati\!esl
4
(Degraded)

3

Total DNA Quantity Range

Who determined that reliability is only able to be assessed with publicly
available data? To embark on a foundational study in this arena knowing
that it was not standard practice in labs to make all their validation data
publicly available is ridiculous quite frankly. Why would discussions not
have occurred for many years (all their trainings/workshops offered) on the
need to put data in a public forum? The labs are being held to criteria that
seems nearly iust invented for the direct purpose to dismiss PGS.
Acknowledge that DNA mixture interpretation is reliable for those mixtures
with a major contributor above a certain ratio and those mixtures where all
of a potential contributor's alleles are present above a certain threshold.
Some component of the factor space, where mixtures are above a certain
threshold, support DNA mixture interpretation that is reproductible and
hence valid.

12

-

That among the more
reliable data (good peak height,
quality, etc.) that the major
contributors and those with the
greater reliability can be
determined, not undermined by
the minor contributors with less
reliable data.
There is a component of
the factor space that is reliable. In
my opinion that is:
0
Major contributor: Major
contributors for complex mixtures
where there is sufficient
separation of peak height
0
All alleles present:
Inclusion with a statistic for
validated systems where all peaks
above a predetermined threshold
are present (no drop out, all peaks
from a person's profile are
represented in a mixture)
0
Less weight or perhaps
not determined (inconclusive) for
the far more difficult mixtures,
where some of the individual's
profile is not represented (drop
out, degradation, below threshold,
etc.)
By declaring at least some
of the factor space reliable, this
acknowledges the obvious, while
pinpointing the areas where
additional work needs to be done.
At present, the conclusion of
nothing has sufficient data
available makes it appear a
thorough job has not been done,
as the "Major contributor"
component with sufficient peak
height, and the "all alleles
present" are included examples
above have not been
acknowledged.
3135

Using CTS PT results

3201-3204

Again, a mention of lack of
publicly available data, but no
mention that NIST did not reach

It should be noted that students and possibly other untrained individuals may
participate in the PT so it's not an appropriate measure to gather the results
as a whole and make any assessment
Be clear about whether NIST would be able to be determined as the 'user'
who'could establish a degree of reliability ifmore data was made public as
suggested.
13

3204-3207,
and within
3425 (KT
4.4.)

out to laboratories to obtain data.
Would NIST have been able to
perfonn an assessment of
reliability if the data had been
made available? Would NIST be
considered the 'user' in this sense
to be able to assess the degree of
reliability, validity, and whether
that information is fit-for purpose,
in line with key takeaway 4.2?
"This is particularly true without
an established and accepted
criteria for reliability with
complex mixtures involving
contributors containing low
quantities of DNA template or
where there is a high degree of
allele overlap among
contributors" From the key
takeaway 4.4 " ... there is no
threshold or criteria established to
determine what is an acceptable
level of reliability." There is no
suggestion of who would/could
create such criteria for reliability.
Or that laboratories that have
evaluated and empirically tested
their data have determined
reliability within their own factor
space and are applying it
accordingly.

Add recognition that laboratories have established reliability as a user of
PGS within their laboratories by performing internal validation studies on
empirical data.
This would be in line with key takeaway 4.1 from this chapter.

This is also somewhat in conflict
with key takeaway 4.1 where it
says that "The degree of
reliability of a component or a
system can be assessed using
empirical data obtained through
validation studies, interlaboratory
studies, and proficiency tests."
The phrasing also has the
potential to have a detrimental
effect as commentary in relation
to admissibility hearings. There is
a prong of evaluation of error
rates and reliability that is part the
Daubert standard in determining
whether a particular scientific
technique (like PGS, which is still
being evaluated in many
14

3209

3222;
35413543;35803582

3227-3229;
3479-3482

jurisdictions). This makes it
sounds as if there is no standard
or even suggestion of how a
laboratory would determine
reliability. Despite
recommendations from ISFG and
guidelines from SWGDAM and
others that state that a laboratory's
internal validation is
recommended in order to evaluate
a PGS software in order to
determine if it is reliable for
aoolication to casework.
Bracketing approach and factor
space

Reliability of a specific LR
number ...
A specific LR is specific to the
population databases used, the
propositions, theta, etc.
Approaches involving sampling
(e.g., HPD) will not give you the
same exact number either. The
emphasis, as has been the case,
should be on trends and variance
among data with repeated tests.
Statistics are estimates. Just
because we would get the same
number with repeated RMP or
CPI tests, holding the approach
and databases constant, doesn't
make those numbers the true and
right. They are all estimates and
conveyed as such to the legal
community.
Trends establish expectations.
This includes understanding false
neg and false pos behavior. This
is something explored by forensic
laboratories in validation and
additional studies, but this report
seems to purport it as overlooked.
1. These data are available in
individual forensic laboratory
validations and are frequently
explained/addressed in
publications as well (7486, Bright

This is a foundational study so I would not expect terms such as bracketing
and factor space to be introduced here but would be better suited in a
document for future improvements/studies.
Use the terms that are
established in our community and widespread b/c it's a foundational look.
Bracketing is done in our validations but maybe the term was not directly
named as such.
Per webinar given by Dr. Butler on July 21, 2021, LRs will be the subject of
a future review. Perhaps these sections should be removed and addressed
later as this topic seems jncompletely vetted and explained in this document.

Update to convey correct information.
Add:
Bright, Stevenson, Curran, Buckleton FSIG 2015 14: 187
Bright, Turkington, Buckleton FSIG 2010 4: III
15

3235-3237

3235-3236

3237-3241

et al FSIG 2015, Bright et al FSIG
2010 - latter two should be
added). Without having examined
actual internal validations, the
authors seem unaware.
2. Defense experts are provided
all data for independent review.
LR results can be externally and
independently evaluated to be
reliable ...
By other laboratories generating
their own data to test. When
numerous laboratories,
independent of one another,
generate their own data and find
LRs to be a reliable statistic, that
provides greater strength to speak
to reliability than a lab
reanalyzing another laboratory's
work. This work is shared and
discussed at conferences and
various other meetings and when
novel, published.
States that "LR results cannot be
externally and independently
demonstrated to be reliable
without access to underlying
performance data." The report
makes no suggestion as to what
bodies would be available to do
this external or independent
reliability assessment.
Later in the paragraph it mentions
that "To establish and support
clear reliability boundaries, data
need to be available to users of
the information (e.g. DNA analyst
or stakeholders using their results)
and acceptable levels of reliability
must be decided upon by the
user." This statement seems to
imply that these users mentioned
(DNA analysts and stakeholders)
do not have access to data that
helps to detennine reliability.
However, DNA analysts and
stakeholders routinely have access
to internal validation data in order
to evaluate the data in relation to
their case-specific results. This
should be pointed out.

Update to convey correct information.

Provide a suggestion, would NIST be able to do these independent reviews?
Is there a suggestion that funding be provided to institutions to be able to do
this type of assessment if data was made publicly available?

It should be mentioned that DNA analysts routinely have access to internal
validation data through the course of training and working in a laboratory
and stakeholders routinely receive access to internal validation data for
review by their own experts through the course of discovery requests during
court proceedings.
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3237-3241

3264-3270

3288-3294;
3369-3370

J

3302

To establish and support clear
Update to correctly convey such information.
reliability boundaries ...
Forensic laboratories generate and
assess data sets addressing such
questions. These are obviously the
"users" of the information as well
as stakeholders involved in the
court system. All have access.
Levels of reliability are
established prior to
implementation
(verbal scales
(SWGDAM),
interpretation
procedures, policies, etc.).
Enable a user to scrutinize ... what
Who are the users? State who and why they need access. The raw data
is actually happening in casework
contain personal genetic information not for public viewing; this is protected
settings.
by federal and state laws such as GINA and HIPAA. Furthermore,
the data
I.
Stakeholders have access
require purchased specialized software and expertise to process and
to all the validation data they
understand.
request (e.g., defense community
To actually perform the foundational review, the authors should ask forensic
through discovery)
laboratories for what they need.
2.
IfNIST is a "user,"
Point 4 - this unnecessarily
negative language that should be removed.
tasked by Congress to assess
Point S - clarify.
reliability, then NTST should have .
asked forensic laboratories for
data.
3.
Who else is a "user"? The
authors seem to be creating an
issue that there is an issue of
access to "anyone." Who is
anyone and why does anyone
need access?
4.
The language "what is
actually happening in casework
settings" seems inflammatory and
to insinuate there is a concealed
problem.
S.
Here, there seems to be an
inherent contradiction as
published data are stated in lines
3217-3232 to not meet the
authors' criteria for testing.
This data exists in numerous
It seems the authors could arrange to have access with agreements to treat
forensic laboratories across the
individual profiles confidentially
(to protect the privacy of the study donors)
US. The catch-22 here is that it is
to complete the Congressional
task of a foundation review.
not publishable, and therefore not
publicly available in its various
forms.
Locating ...
This report doesn't address that it has located the vast data across the
The data exists and is in forensic
country. Rather, it states that it wasn't publicly available. If the study is to be
laboratories.
conducted, the authors should simply organize efforts to obtain it. Otherwise,
the congressional task has not been performed.
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3336-3350

3367-3369;
3421-3422

3369-3370

3374-3375

3412-3413

This paragraph is an
oversimplification. A publication
addressing sensitivity is not
addressing mixture
deconvolution. Unique alleles are
only one aspect of mixture
interpretation and represent a
simple way to convey sensitivity
in a publication. This is not
intended to be used as a measure
of deconvolution. While it may be
true that publications on
comparing old versus new system
sensitivities are lacking, this is not
necessary nor novel/publishable
information. Typically, forensic
laboratories make direct
comparisons when needed to their
own old versus new approaches,
especially as related to the FBI
QAS standards.
Summaries are simply that. Here
summaries are criticized for
representing exactly what they
intend to - a summary.
Furthermore, the purpose of the
summaries is associated with the
FBI QAS. This drives the purpose
and focus. The stakeholders are
the laboratory staff, auditors, and
the courts, all of whom have
access to the actual validation.
Lack of availability of data

Given that the authors didn't
actually obtain any validation data
(only a handful of documents
summarizing work), it seems
presumptuous to say that allele
sharing is missing from many
validations. In fact, the authors
have no data to indicate one way
or the other.
Report incorrectly states that
DNA quantities and mixture ratios

Delete entire paragraph. There is not helpful and does not move the field
forward.

This seems nonsensical. A summary is a summary. If there is a vision for a
different layout that would result in some meaningful benefit to a named
stakeholder (more details on "factor space"), that has not been shared in this
document. Rather, simply providing a criticism seems unproductive and
doesn't move the field forward.

I feel like a broken record, but it is continually mentioned in this document.
The data is made available when requested within the proper channels.
Exactly who is doing these independent assessments? Have these
individuals performed the testing and do they understand then how the
laboratory decided to implement the data appropriately within their SOPs so
it's notiust simply an external data review.
This statement is fact less and should be removed.

See information in box above, which is included in the DC DFS STRmix
v2.4 validation summary
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3425

3425

3425

3439

were not stated in the public
documents
NIST states "there is no threshold
or criteria established to
determine what is an acceptable
level of reliability."
Takeaway 4.4 - There is no
threshold or criteria ...
The authors really don't know this
without having seen any
validation data and corresponding
interpretation criteria of various
forensic laboratories. For
example, this statement is
factually incorrect considering my
laboratory.
Takeaway 4.4 - Publicly available
information lack ... to
independently assess ...
Reliability of foundational
concepts is not typically assessed
in this manner in other scientific
areas. While this is changing for
big data (MPS sequencing in
certain fields), it has not been the
case to "reanalyze" someone
else's data. Rather, especially
with peer-reviewed published
results, it is up to the "user" to
generate their own data to assess
reproducibility, etc'. A publication
contains enough information to
enable this long established
practice for independent
verification. Rather, the authors
here seem to be interested in
seeing whether they agree with
each individual lab's nuances to
the basic scientific approach. This
is impractical and unnecessary, as
this is the role of the courts (via
discovery, defense experts, etc.).
Furthermore, while this
committee may have been unable
to "publicly" access data, it is
regularly shared through
discovery requests.
Call for collaborative approach

NlST should have determined what reliability was, rather than leaving it to
someone else. If they are not in a position to say what reliability for DNA
mixture interpretation is, who is?

These conclusions are invalid. Collect the data and evaluate before drawing
fact-based conclusions.

Authors should address standard practices in place and why they feel this
must be handled differently.

Laboratories routinely share validation studies with each other. The
reference Dauer is going a step further and attempting to streamline each
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3441
3447

3454

3454

3454

3455
3458-3459
(KT 4.5)

Critically assessed by other
scientists
Footnote 23
1. Many forensic laboratories
don't have the infrastructure to
have websites, let alone manage
large data storage in that format.
2. More importantly, it is a
genetic privacy
(GINA/HIPPA/etc.) violation that
is brushed off in this document.
3. "credible parties in a timely
manner when requested" sounds
like there is a back story not being
told here.
Table 4.9 - On PGS validations,
collection of common data to
demonstrate perfonnance and
ultimately reliability can actually
be accomplished as Bright et al
have shown.
Table 4.9 - On recommendation
for internal validation data
sharing. This is a reasonable
suggestion if it can be done in a
way that complies with privacy
laws.
Table 4.9 - On recommendation
for more challenging proficiency
testing. This is a reasonable
recommendation but may not be
practical for proficiency testing
companies.
2nd recommendation
The authors are suggesting that
more complex and/or lowtemplate components be used in
creating proficiency tests. This
reminds me of the "blind
proficiency tests" suggestion from
years ago. In theory, it's a good
idea, but in reality the preparation
(for consistency to distribute to
the many test takers) and the
"scoring" ofthis type of

lab's validation work by being able to possibly adopt the validation done by
a lab and then run more of a performance check (dependent on what is being
adopted). Data is shared routinely with labs and it's written as if making
them public is the only avenue to have this effectively happen.
Audits, outside experts are ways in which this is done and has been done for
many years
This footnote does not provide any helpful information and does not
contribute to moving the field forward. If it cannot be reworded to avoid any
negative implications, it should be removed.

The authors should address this.

NIST should vet and present this idea further to provide a practical solution
to "move the field forward." For example, a CODIS-controlled site.

NIST should vet and present this idea further to provide a practical solution
to "move the field forward." For example, NIST partner with the private
companies to provide a model that allows for reproducibility across all
samples in a lot and fair and expedient scoring of expected results. Seems
like something NIST could playa major role in and is currently a missed
opportunity .
Constant need to publish data and have an independent assessment of PGS
performance. Who is doing this assessment?
If a suggestion like this is to be included in the document, then the authors
need to define how these tests will be made, distributed and graded.
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3461-3462
(KT 4.6)

3474

3484-3486

3487

proficiency test make it vel)'
difficult to conduct.
Stating that "improvements across
the entire community are expected
with an increased understanding
of the causes of variability among
laboratories and analysts" without
giving guidance on how this is to
be accomplished
Bracketing may be needed ...
In fact, laboratories already do
this but rather than call it
"bracketing of factor space," we
record it in internal validation and
laboratory procedures as
limitations, policies, etc. This is a
standards requirement! The
authors may be unaware having
not examined any ofthis data.
Stating here that the determination
of whether PGS systems are
reliable depends on the coverage
of factor space for that particular
case sample of interest and
coverage of the ground truth for
assessing reliability.
No mention of the fact that
laboratories are doing this as part
of their own internal validation.
And also demonstrated by
numerous admissibility hearings
or trials where users (stakeholders
and their own DNA experts) have
also had a chance to evaluate and
argue about the degree of
reliability in a particular case
based on a laboratol)"s internal
validation data.
Takeaway 4.7 - Helpful to include
these validation performance
results in the case file and
report ...
1. Courts already have access to
such information through the
discovel)' process,
2. Law enforcement is largely not
interested in such information but
rather the bottom line and just a
summary rather than the full
reoorts currently provided,

Work with forensic laboratories to understand the data, procedure, and
policies in place. Then form opinions based on the facts and update this
document to reflect the reality of such work.

Suggest to add to the end of this paragraph that "Internal validation studies
performed by laboratories allow the users of the case data (DNA analysts,
stakeholders such as attorneys and hired DNA experts) to evaluate reliability
in relation to their case samples in comparison to ground truth data.

This idea seems poorly considered and impractical and unhelpful.
Furthermore, it does not directly tie into the proceeding text. This should be
reconsidered and the authors should interview those working in the field to
vet the topic.
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3487-3488
(KT 4.7)

3487
(KT 4.7)

.

3. Case files include casepertinent information and all other
information (validation,
instrument and reagent quality
control, proficiency testing,
corrective action, etc.) is available
separately for various reasons
including efficiency, and
4. Not all validation data is
relevant to a case. This is
impractical, unnecessary, and
would negatively impact crime
lab efficiencies. Given that <10%
of cases even go to court, th is is
particularly illogical.
"Including validation performance
results in the case file and report"
- it is obvious that the authors do
not work in a forensic DNA
laboratory and know who the
"customer" is that receiyes these
reports. To include this
information in a DNA laboratory
report is absurd.
This mentions that "The degree of
reliability of a PGS system when
interpreting a DNA mixture can
be judged based on validation
studies using known samples that
are similar in complexity to the
sample in the case. To enable
users of results to assess the
degree of reliability in the case of
interest, it would be helpful to
include these validation
perfonnance results in the case
file and report."

J[the "user" needs this information to understand the report, they can request
it in discovery.

An example should be provided as to what is meant by putting validation
performance results within a report. Is a link to publicly available validation
summaries sufficient? Discovery material available to the receiver of the
report that consists of validation summaries or underlying data?

There is no suggestion or example
given as to what this would look
like, and how easy this would
even be for stakeholders to
understand, by taking a complex
topic and adding additional
complex infonnation to a DNA
report. Part of the role of the
expert witness is to be able to
explain and put into context the
results from the testing. Putting in
more complex validation results
into a report may make it even
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Lines
3614-3616
and
Box 4.1,
page 94

3727-3732

more challenging for a reader of a
DNA report to understand the
results as they are. In addition,
laboratories are already reviewing
their internal validation data in
order to ensure that their reported
results accurately reflect the data
that was tested within a particular
case.
Overall, the practical
considerations for how a
laboratory would publicly share
validation information and
implement Box 4.1 for
independent review/assessments
does not appear to have been
discussed by the report authors.
Where are labs PQsting the data?
Who is reviewing the data for the
independent assessment?
How much time does a lab give to
an independent reviewer?
Is this review being performed
before or after the new technology
is implemented in casework? Etc.
This paragraph is confusing in
relation to how published data and
studies are helping to detennine
system reliability. Previous
recommendations (like PCAST as
referenced in this report) as well
as various standards and
guidelines nationally and
internationally state that the
underlying components should be
published. But this statement
seems to undermine their value. In
addition, and as referenced in this
report, there are many
publications that cover actual
system reliability and not just
component-level reliability. Both
are important, and both have been
published, to an extent where the
authors of this report had
difficulty keeping up with the
amount of publ ications.

Authors should provide a method or roadmap for this process to be
implemented. Otherwise, Box 4.1 reads as a task-driven checklist of data to
be provided by labs, with no follow-up steps.

There should be recognition here that there are a large number of system
reliability published studies, including numerous publications and internal
validation studies, as referenced in this repon.
In addition, if the last statement is kept in the report it should be clarified and
supported as to who is at risk for the dangers mentioned in the last sentence
of this paragraph.

In the last statement that states
'there is a danger of inadvertently
viewing results from narrowly23

3740-3743

3742

3765-3772
(Chapter 5)

3785;
Chapter 5
3802;
Chapter 5

focused studies as applicable to
system reliability' - is their
evidence that this is how these
publications are being interpreted
by someone? It is important to
study each component and for
analysts to understand both PGS
systems both at the component
and system levels.
"Regardless of sources of
uncertainty and complexity of the
samples, reliability of a PGS
system boils down to checking its
calibration accuracy and
discriminating power at every
conceivable scenario described by
the factor space." - stating that
the reliability needs to be
evaluated at 'every conceivable
scenario' seems to go against the
concept of bracketing the desired
factor space as recommended
earlier within the report. This sets
a much higher threshold for being
able to determine reliability.
Every conceivable scenario
described by the factor space

Points 2, 3, and 5 While we have much in the way
of published studies and internal
validation studies to offer and
address such questions, this
document fails to point out the
lack of control a criminalist
actually has over this. While a
criminalist will "do their best" to
ensure the information is not
misused, the court system doesn't
support this level of involvement
in many instances.
Inadequate to consider only a
single trace in isolation
Relevance of a DNA sample to
the crime is often difficult to
discern

This should be clarified as to how this is in line with the bracketing approach
mentioned earlier in the report.

This seems to go against the bracketing approach. Every conceivable
scenario is unrealistic and not necessary to cover proper usage for casework.
Establish a proper foundation/framework with limitations to implement
SOPs and then they are modified over time as needed.
The consideration of the relevance of the court process throughout the
document is underwhelming. This is a significant miss as the courts
dominate the role and impact of the practitioner. So while the points made
are those which one strives to maintain, the adversarial counterbalance
pulling at and restricting the practitioner is unaddressed.

Who is making this determination? It's truly case dependent on what is
tested and there are so many factors that may affect multiple traces being
detected so then single is iust inadequate?
Asking forensically relevant questions when assessing the evidence to exam
is key and done by labs. DNA evidence is a piece of the puzzle and not the
puzzle. I completely disagree with saying often difficult to discern. The
question it may answer is known before choosing to test the item so it's
really the weight of it that is part of our judicial system to determine.
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Chapter 5

The main focus of this review is
on the application of LRs to DNA
mixtures using PG software.

4546
(Chapter 5)

Takeaway 5.2 - It is especially
important to consider relevance ...
This is the job of the court system
(the lawyers). The criminalists
inform the lawyers and do assist
the court with whatever scientific
knowledge is available to shed
light. While practitioners attempt
to control/stop the transition from
who to how/when (4639), court
testimony is a restrictive
framework limiting the expert.
Furthermore, this seems to be in
direct conflict with
recommendations from Dr. Itel
Dror on Cognitive Bias
(https://www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucitidr/).
Takeaway 5.4 - Without
context. ..
Is vague. Do you mean without
propositions? Agreed. Or
something else like case context?
Disagree. Not directly a
criminalist's role. The crim will
inform the courts on scientific
questions but the attorneys
provide case context.
LR as a standalone number
without context can be misleading
Although there is a lot of
interesting infonnation in this
chapter, I am not sure it should be
in a foundational scientific review
on mixture interpretation.
This takeaway is not limited to
LRs. RMP and CPI do not
provide information about how or
when DNA was transferred.
Example is sub-source level
proposition
The challenges of efficiency and
throughput for DNA laboratories

4646
(Chapter 5)

4647;
Chapter 5
Chapter 5

4468
(KT 5.4)

4682
4777-4784,
and

Chapter 5 shifts the focus of this review to DNA transfer and persistence.
The topics discussed in Chapter 5 are relevant to the interpretation of all
DNA data (single source and mixtures) and are not specific to DNA mixture
interpretation. The inclusion of DNA transfer/persistence in this review
conflates the issues of reliability and relevance as they relate to DNA
mixture interpretation. The concept of DNA transfer/persistence is
important, and the community would benefit from a "stand-alone" review of
this subiect matter.
The consideration of the relevance of the court process throughout the
document is underwhelming. This is a significant miss as the courts
dominate the role and impact of the practitioner. So while the points made
are those which one strives to maintain, the adversarial counterbalance
pulling at and restricting the practitioner is unaddressed.

Clarify.

Statistics have been reported and never implied info on how DNA was
transferred or if it's relevant to the case so why is this an issue with LRs?

If this takeaway is included, it should be more transparent to clarifY that it
applies to all DNA statistical results.

"An example of a sub-source level proposition might be that the DNA
mixture contains DNA from the POI and the victim."
More emphasis or examples could be put into this report in relation to how a
lab could address this within reports, particularly iftime constrained by
25

referencing
347704773 and
KT 5.4
(4646)

,

4961;
Chapter 6

is mentioned here, as well as that
they are not always aware of case
context. Per the PCAST report
and NAS report, independence of
laboratories from law
enforcement (which is why many
don't know case context) was
emphasized as something that
would be beneficial for crime
laboratories in general. Is this
going against that
recommendation?

caseloads, backlogs, and local laws governing turnaround times for cases. As
well as discussing the value of laboratories remaining independent of law
enforcement and prosecutorial or defense entities, and how that lack of
influence can hope to unbias scientific reporting.
Assigning probabilities to activity-level propositions is highly subjective, as
mentioned here, but it is also very time-consuming and typically does not
result in exceptionally strong evidence in either direction for the
propositions. The value of that time could be discussed here, and whether
more general statement examples of how activity-level propositions could be
put into reports to separate them from the sub-source level statements that
are being reported could be given.

Then the following paragraph is
discussing that if the labs don't
take the time to put the
information into reports or
evaluate relevance, implying that
they are now going to bias one
side or the other by doing this.
But bias is what labs are trying to
avoid by not diving too deep into
the arguments made by one side
or another within court, and by
being an independent laboratory.
In the previous paragraph (47704773), it is mentioned that there
are arguments for and against
assigning probabilities to activitylevel propositions, but it is not
mentioned how lengthy and
complex a process assigning these
probabilities is, and there is no
mention of how challenging those
assignments (ex. Using Bayesian
networks) could be to explain in
court to a stakeholder.
This chapter attempts to provide
new technologies to assist with
DNA mixture interpretation;
however, presentation of cell
separation techniques (such as
laser-capture microdissection) as
a method appears out-of-touch
with casework demands in crime
labs. The described cell
separation techniques are
laborious and unrealistic for crime
labs that process hundreds, if not
thousands, of samples a year.

I

Remove Chapter 6.
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4961

5213
5343

6698

7090-7091 ;
7207-7208

7146-7148;
7137-7138

In addition, the application of
NGS to mixtures needs further
assessment. NGS lacks available
tools such as prob gen for
interpreting mixtures. Lines
5173-5174 and 5240 of the draft
report mention the issue of
distinguishing low-level
contributors from noise
sequences. Separately, there is no
consistent guidance on applying
statistics to additional markers
like XSTRs and SNPs, that may
be part of a NGS panel. These
need to be addressed before this
technology can be adopted as an
improvement to DNA mixtures or
a solution to existing problems in
the forensic community.
General comment on Chapter 6 aligns nicely with the DEI
document yet to be published, esp
Takeaway 6.2.
Do you mean developmental,
instead of internal?
Regarding 3rd point, solving a
problem is not always why
changes are made. Often it's
simply worthwhile improvements
(e.g., for efficiency).
Retain results for exam by third
parties

Appendix 2 - Virtual courses
could be offered by the Nil
Forensic Technology Center of
Excellence ...
Virtual courses are offered and
should be cited here. For example,
the 8 part lecture series on
probabilistic genotyping. This
comes up later (7207-7208) but
should be mentioned here.
Appendix 2 - Seems worth
mentioning here that CA, which
contains numerous crime labs and
~10% of the US population has a
librarian on staff with the CA

"performed in a developmental validation"
Incorporate.

This is from 2020 and nowhere does it state provide your data in a public
forum or it's not able to be assessed for reliability. Data is now available to
third parties such as court requests to have outside experts come onsite and
assess it.
Appropriately update.

Consider adding something that other states could model or leverage such
services.
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7211-7212

7256-7259

7270-7283
7271-7273
7285-7287

7291-7292

Criminalistics Institute
(https://oag.ca.gov/cci). CCI
subscribes to numerous forensic
journals and has an electronic
library catalogue system. CA
criminalists not within CA DOJ
simply send their requests directly
to the librarian who responds with
literature pdfs. Furthermore,
requests can be made of any
journal, not just those to which
CCI subscribes.
A certificate of attendance by
itself is not sufficient for
demonstrating that training or
continuing education materials
have been understood.
This point is understood though
this is common practice in
numerous other fields. Perhaps a
missed opportunity here is to
consider the offerings of the ABC.
"forensic community" and
"advisory group"
What is this actuallv saving?
"Consensus decisions from an
advisorv group"
This is already covered by the
QAS in that the TLs must approve
the analysts training
What is this statement based on?
How many internal validation
studies were looked at to
determine that TLs don't have
sufficient training/experience to
design validation experiments.

Incorporate the offerings of the ABC and make viable suggestions, such as a
recommendation to states to offer incentives or even mandates (Texas as an
example) on passing their certification test, and building out ABC to include
CE exams.

.
Who is this "advisory group" - the make up of this proposed group needs to
be defined if it is going to be a consideration. And it is imperative that an
advisory group have individuals who are practitioners, not iust theorists
Who is this "advisory group" - this needs to be defined if it is going to be a
consideration. (see above)
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